RQ based on Week 4

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on 2020-02-26, 23:59 IST.

Instructions:
Please attempt the following ‘Reflection Quiz’ based on the activities carried out in LxI for Week 3 (https://onlinecourses.nptel.ac.in/noc20_ge12/unit?unit=63&lesson=68). LxI for Week 4 (https://onlinecourses.nptel.ac.in/noc20_ge12/unit?unit=75&lesson=80), and Padlet for Live Interaction 4 (https://padlet.com/jkm/lcm_interaction). You will need to answer all questions to be able to submit the quiz.
You may attempt the quiz multiple times; however, the last quiz score, attempted before the deadline, will be considered for final grading.

1) In LxI-Week 2 section of the forum, a post with the subject: ‘Slide & Talking head software’, one of your peer, SivaKumar Arunkumar has provided a list of softwares you can use to create attractive presentations. Which one of the following did he specify for presentations + data visualizations + infographics?

A. H5P
B. Edpuzzle
C. Visme
D. Prezi

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Feedback: If you locate the post in LxI2, you will see him starting the post with Visme as a 1-stop shop for presentation, infographics, data visualizations, reports, product demos and resumes.
Accepted Answers:
C. Visme

2) Read the rich discussion thread that your peers have created in LxI-Week 2 section of the forum, a post with the subject: ‘HOTs in Reflection Spot. Which of the below options will be an apt summarization of the thread?’

A. Reflection spot cannot be at HOTs level since it will frustrate the average learners in a MOOC
B. Reflection spot should be given at HOTs levels in each week of the course to pique students’ interest
C. Reflection spot questions can be a blend of HOTS & LOTS to cater to diverse learners in a MOOC.

No, the answer is incorrect. Score: 0
Feedback: After analysis of the discussion thread, what emerges from the discussion is option C is the correct answer. Reflection spots should be a blend of HOTS & LOTS and it is recommended to introduce HOTS reflection spots after the initial weeks of the course.
Accepted Answers:
C. Reflection spot questions can be a blend of HOTS & LOTS to cater to diverse learners in a MOOC.

3) Spot the thread that your peers have created in LxI-Week 1 section of the forum, a post with the subject: ‘Importance of peer learning’. From the options below, choose what your peer Esa Bose posted as benefit of the discussion forum in this course?

A. Help in resolving technical glitches related to the platform
B. Sharing knowledge with fellow learners as well as get help from them based on their understanding of the topic
C. Report issues in downloading text transcripts

No, the answer is incorrect.
Score: 0

Feedback:
Option B is the correct answer. The LxI component of LCM encourages learners to participate in the forum in a meaningful way. The focus questions & the instructions on how to participate shows the learner a way to engage with peers & gives the sense of a community forming among yourselves.

Accepted Answers:
B. Sharing knowledge with fellow learners as well as getting help from them based on their understanding of the topic